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We describe and test a coarse-grained molecular model for the simulation of the effects of pressure
on the folding/unfolding transition of proteins. The model is a structure-based one, which takes into
account the desolvation barrier for the formation of the native contacts. The pressure is taken into ac-
count in a qualitative, mean field approach, acting on the parameters describing the native stabilizing
interactions. The model has been tested by simulating the thermodynamic and structural behavior
of protein GB1 with a parallel tempering Monte Carlo algorithm. At low effective pressures, the
model reproduces the standard two-state thermal transition between the native and denatured states.
However, at large pressures a new state appears. Its structural characteristics have been analyzed,
showing that it corresponds to a swollen version of the native structure. This swollen state is at
equilibrium with the native state at low temperatures, but gradually transforms into the thermally
denatured state as temperature is increased. Therefore, our model predicts a downhill transition be-
tween the swollen and the denatured states. The analysis of the model permits us to obtain a phase
diagram for the pressure-temperature behavior of the simulated system, which is compatible with
the known elliptical shape of this diagram for real proteins. © 2012 American Institute of Physics.
[http://dx.doi.org/10.1063/1.4765057]

I. INTRODUCTION

From the beginning of the 20th century, it is known the
effect of pressure on the native conformation of proteins. A
hydrostatic pressure of about 3 kbar can unfold a protein,1

and therefore it was thought that high pressures can be some-
how similar to the effect of temperature on the stability of
these biopolymers.1 Nevertheless, the difficult task to carry
out accurate experimental measurements at high pressures,
especially in a biological environment, has made the pres-
sure effects to be traditionally less known and understood than
other properties which also denature natural proteins, as tem-
perature, pH or chemical agents. In the last decade, however,
the continuous development of biophysical techniques has led
several research groups to pursue the study of pressure effects
on proteins, from different perspectives. On one hand, there is
a fundamental need to understand the interactions responsible
for the stability of folded proteins,2, 3 and the pressure repre-
sents in this sense a novel tool, which provides new insights
into the study of the folding funnel. These may result from
the speed increment in the transitions between the folded and
denatured states,4, 5 or from the opening of folding pathways
which are energetically unaccessible at room pressure.6 On
the other hand, there are also several practical applications
of pressure in the fields of pharmacology,7 food industry,8, 9

or even medicine,10 since high pressures can inhibit protein
aggregation11 related to the development of neurodegenera-
tive diseases such as Alzheimer or Parkinson.12, 13

The pressure-temperature behavior for the stability of
folded proteins has been known for some years, and has an el-
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liptical shape in many cases.14 The situation may be different
in some occasions, depending specially on the values of the
system compressibility,15 but the ellipsoidal phase-diagram is
considered rather general. The folded state occupies the in-
ternal area of the ellipse, and can be lost by increasing (or
decreasing) temperature, pressure, or a combination of both.
It is very important to mention that, although the unfolded
state is sometimes considered as “everything which is not
native,” both experimental and numerical simulation studies
have shown that there are differences between protein un-
folded states resulting from a pressure increase or from a tem-
perature increase.3, 16 For single domain proteins, the temper-
ature unfolding process is considered to be cooperative for
many proteins, and both the tertiary and the secondary struc-
tures of the native conformation are essentially lost in the un-
folded state. On the other hand, a pressure unfolded protein
shows a larger radius of gyration than the native state, but
the secondary structure, or at least a substantial fraction of
it, is preserved. Therefore, this unfolded state keeps a certain
globular shape, but it is swollen in comparison to the native
conformation.17

According to recent discoveries,3, 6, 13 an increase in the
hydrostatic pressure of an aqueous protein solution produces
an effective force which tends to inject the solvent molecules
inside the protein internal cavities and void volumes. From
that point of view, proteins with more or larger cavities tend to
be more destabilized by the effect of pressure.18 Sometimes,
this has been considered as a softening in the interactions
responsible for the stability of the folded conformation,19

mainly the hydrophobic interactions.20 As an alternative,
purely thermodynamic, point of view, it has been realized that
the swollen system resulting from this injection, considering
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the protein and the solvent altogether,21 has a smaller partial
molar volume than the “dry-core” folded protein surrounded
by water,15, 22 and therefore an increase in pressure produces
a denaturation of the protein (see also Ref. 18 and references
therein).

Given this situation, computational models which use
molecular simulations to analyze the effect of pressure on pro-
tein stability have mostly used detailed, all-atom models with
explicit solvent and molecular dynamics techniques.18, 23–25

These models, as accurate as they are, may be also too de-
tailed and computationally costly to properly consider (i.e.,
with enough statistical accuracy) processes that happen in
long time scales, as the full folding of a protein.

Coarse-grained models, on the other hand, allow to
explore in a reasonable computational time the folding/
unfolding equilibrium of a protein.26 The loss of the atomic
details in the simulation results becomes, in this sense, an af-
fordable compromise, especially when the simple model is
well defined for the specific purpose of a given investigation.
Although the pressure unfolding of proteins, as described in
the paragraph above related to cavities, seems to be incom-
patible with molecular models where the packing details have
to be carefully considered,18 it is still possible to obtain in-
teresting physical insights of this process by using reduced
representations of the system and mean field potentials. They
have been commonly used, with different levels of approach,
to describe the stabilizing interactions responsible for a pro-
tein native conformation,27–29 mainly the hydrophobic inter-
actions and their relation to the solvation of the hydropho-
bic residues,30, 31 with the solvent being implicitly considered.
The resulting potential of mean force between two hydropho-
bic residues, obtained when the degrees of freedom of the sur-
rounding water are integrated out, shows two attractive basins:
one, at short distances, corresponds to the direct contact be-
tween the interacting units; another one, at a larger distance,
represents the interaction between the same units mediated
by a single water molecule. These two minima appear at a dis-
tance of ∼3 Å, which roughly corresponds to the diameter of a
water molecule. The minima are separated by a region of pos-
itive potential energy, commonly named desolvation barrier,
which represents the energy needed to expel the last water
molecule in the approaching of the considered hydrophobic
units.32

Although most of these approximate potentials have been
developed to study protein folding at room pressure, some
results have also arisen showing how they are influenced
by pressure increases up to several thousand bars.33 Essen-
tially, the pressure induces changes in the relative depth
of the minima and the height of the barrier.25, 34 There-
fore, it seems natural as a first approach, at the level of a
coarse-grained model, to simulate the effect of pressure by
a change in the different contributions to the potential of
mean force. In this work we show the development of this
type of model. We have used the ideas mentioned above to
design a structure-based model35, 36 whose stabilizing inter-
actions (among residues which form a contact in the native
structure) are made pressure-dependent through the strategy
just described. Of course, we cannot establish a real pres-
sure scale, but we will be able to gradually increase both

pressure and temperature to analyze the characteristics of the
resulting folding/unfolding transition. Since in this work we
are interested in its thermodynamic and structural features,
we have used a Monte Carlo sampling procedure, which al-
lows us a simple mathematical definition of the interaction
potential described (we do not need the potential to be dif-
ferentiable, as it happens in molecular or stochastic dynamics
simulations). The model, as required, is numerically efficient,
and has allowed us to analyze in detail the influence of pres-
sure on the stability of the native state, and to find pressure
unfolded states different from those resulting from thermal
denaturation.

II. METHODS

A. The model

In this work, we use an off-lattice coarse-grained model,
where every residue in the polypeptide chain is represented
by a single interacting unit, centered at its α carbon position.
The distance between bonded residues is kept constant at a
value of 3.8 Å.

Since we are using a structure-based model, we need to
know the contact map of the native conformation of the se-
lected protein in order to define the model interactions. We
consider that all i–j interactions with |i − j| = 2 or 3 define
native contacts, as they correspond to virtual bond and tor-
sion angles in the model. For residues with |i − j| ≥ 4, a na-
tive contact is considered when, in the protein conformation
taken from the Protein Data Bank (PDB),37 the shortest dis-
tance between any heavy atom belonging to either residue is
less than 4.5 Å. In previous work from our group, where fold-
ing was studied at room pressure as a function of temperature
alone,38–40 a simple attractive potential with the mathematical
form of a truncated harmonic well was defined for this inter-
action. Now, we are going to use a more complex potential, to
include what has been called29 an additional solvent separated
minimum (ssm), and a desolvation barrier (db). The resulting
potential is shown in Figure 1. To keep the model as simple as
possible, all the individual curves correspond to harmonic po-
tentials. The attractive well at short distances, which we call

FIG. 1. Interaction potential between pairs of residues that form a native
contact in the PDB structure. The short range repulsion is not shown.
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the Go minimum (from the seminal work of Gō on the use of
structure-based models35, 36), corresponds to the direct con-
tact between two residues. It has a minimum of depth −εGo

centered at the native distance between the α carbons of the
interacting residues in the native conformation. The second
attractive well, centered at a distance increased in 3 Å for the
same interacting pair, has a depth −εssm, and the same width

as the Go minimum. The desolvation barrier in between has
a height εdb, and its width is defined so that the full potential
is continuous. All the harmonic curves are truncated where
the potential becomes null. Therefore, the mathematical def-
inition for the interaction potential in our model for a pair of
residues ij, located at a distance r, which are in contact in the
native conformation at a distance dnat

ij , is

uij (r) =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

εGo

a2

[(
r − dnat

ij

)2 − a2
]
, dnat

ij − a < r ≤ dnat
ij + a

−εdb

b2

[(
r − dnat

ij − a − b
)2 − b2

]
, dnat

ij + a < r ≤ dnat
ij + 2b + a

εssm

a2

[(
r − dnat

ij − 2a − 2b
)2 − a2], dnat

ij + a + 2b < r ≤ dnat
ij + 3a + 2b

0, otherwise.

(1)

Even though the global expression is a bit cumbersome, it is
still very simple if compared to similar solvation potentials
used in dynamic simulations.29, 32 The well width a in Eq. (1)
and in Figure 1 has been taken as a = 0.6 Å, from our previous
analysis of the influence of this value on the folding transition
at room pressure.38 The value of b, as previously mentioned,
is then fixed at the value b = 0.9 Å to make the full potential
continuous, given that the two minima for a given interacting
pair are separated by a distance of 3 Å.

The expression above and the curve in Figure 1 do not
show the repulsive contribution that keeps the excluded vol-
ume of the model. Since we are computing Monte Carlo sim-
ulations, we just use a hard-sphere potential that avoids any
conformation where the distance between any pair of residues
becomes less than 4.2 Å, a value previously adjusted in our
group.38 However, in a few cases we have found native con-
tacts whose α-carbons become very close in the native state
(mostly in β-sheets), close or even below that threshold. In
these occasions, we shift the position of this repulsive barrier
to dnat

ij − a, to warrant that the full attractive basin of the Go
minimum is included in the considered potential. It is interest-
ing to mention that using a repulsive barrier which is mostly
decoupled from the attractive interactions, something which
is not possible with frequently used Lennard-Jones potentials,
has been recently claimed as a clear improvement in structure-
based potentials.41, 42 The repulsive interaction is the only one
present between residues which do not form a native contact
in the PDB conformation.

From the ideas about the dependence of the potential of
mean force representing the hydrophobic interactions on pres-
sure, it seems clear that we could represent a pressure increase
by a relative stabilization of the ssm minimum with respect to
the Go one. Although the desolvation barrier would be also
affected,25 in this first work dealing with thermodynamic and
structural properties we have focused on the effect of the at-
tractive basins. So, in all the results presented here, we have
used εGo = 1, which therefore corresponds to our energy unit,
εdb = 0.3, and values of εssm ranging from very small val-

ues as 0 or 0.25 (which would correspond to room pressure)
up to 1.4. For the largest values of εssm, the ssm minimum is
energetically more stable than the Go one, which would fa-
vor conformations with a swollen volume, representing the
injection of water molecules inside the hydrophobic protein
core occurring at high pressure. We should mention that, in
the original works about the dependence of hydrophobic in-
teractions on pressure,25, 34 the ssm minimum never becomes
as deep as the direct contact minimum is. In this work, we
have had to go beyond that limit in order to reach the desired
behavior. This is needed to cover the details left behind by the
coarse-grained model.

There is an important factor, however, which has to be
taken into account: not all the native contacts registered in a
contact map are of hydrophobic nature alone. A clear exam-
ple comes from residues which are close along the sequence
(|i − j| < 4) and are therefore usually also close in space.
Other cases would correspond to residues linked by hydrogen
bonds, whose nature is rather different from the hydropho-
bic interaction. In those cases, a potential as that of Figure 1
would not be sensible at all. Therefore, in our model we have
defined different classes of contacts, which are then subjected
to modified versions of the potential. Local contacts are those
between residues with |i − j| < 4. In these cases, only the Go
minimum and the excluded volume are kept in the interac-
tion energy (i.e., for them εdb = εssm = 0). The same happens
to our hydrogen bonded contacts. If we detect the presence
of a native backbone hydrogen bond between two residues in
the PDB conformation (according to a simple model recently
developed in our group43, 44), we only keep the Go part in
Eq. (1) and the short range repulsion. This helps to pre-
serve the secondary structure elements in the pressure un-
folded conformations (see below). Finally, the remaining na-
tive contacts are labeled as long range contacts, and the full
potential of Eq. (1), plus the excluded volume term, are used
for their interactions, with the fixed values of εGo and εdb men-
tioned in the previous paragraph, and the different values of
εssm spanned in this work.
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It is important to mention that, for a given protein, the
use of the potential introduced here, with the different types
of contacts, creates a certain frustration into the system as
a function of pressure. At low pressures, when εGo � εssm,
the native conformation is a well defined global minimum
for the system. However, when the two values become com-
parable, and moreover when εssm > εGo, the situation is far
more complicated. As we have said, local and hydrogen bond
contacts would still try to stay at the Go well (the only one
existing for these contacts at any pressure), while the indi-
vidual long range contacts would be more stable if the dis-
tance between the pair of residues is enlarged until the ssm
well is reached. But this is, in many cases, impossible with-
out breaking the molecule, or even if this was allowed. Under
these conditions, there is not a clear unique stable conforma-
tion for a chain molecule, and the system will have to find a
compromise for the protein ensemble of conformations as a
function of temperature and pressure (εssm). This is one of the
points that make the results presented in this work particularly
interesting.

B. Simulation algorithm

As previously mentioned, to obtain efficient results of
the thermodynamic and structural features of the transitions
from the folded state as a function of both temperature and
pressure, we have used a Monte Carlo procedure previously
developed in our group, which has given us the possibility
to study different proteins at room pressure.38–40, 43 In every
simulation, pressure has been kept “constant” (i.e., the value
of εssm is not modified along every individual trajectory). The
algorithm uses a parallel tempering simulation technique,45

where several replicas of the system are simultaneously sam-
pled at different temperatures, with occasional exchanges be-
tween replicas at contiguous temperatures. This way, we try
to avoid the system to become trapped in local minima, some-
thing especially important given the additional frustration im-
posed by the potential definition in this work. The number
of temperatures is adapted depending on this situation as a
function of εssm, and for the results presented here it has been
between 42 and 50. At every simulation, starting from an ex-
tended conformation, we equilibrate the system for a number
of 2 × 106 to 5 × 106 Monte Carlo cycles at every tempera-
ture, followed by 5 × 106 to 20 × 106 additional cycles for
production. A Monte Carlo cycle involves N tries to move
the N residues of our model polypeptide chain (the individual
moves are described elsewhere38). For the protein considered
here (see below), the calculation of a single parallel temper-
ing trajectory (for a given εssm) has taken between 8 and 12
CPU hours in a single processor. To ensure a proper statis-
tical meaning of the simulation results, every full simulation
is repeated 5–9 times independently, starting from different
seed numbers. The results presented in Sec. III correspond to
averages or accumulated results from all these independent
simulations.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As we did in our development of the structure based
model at room pressure,38 we have used as a study test the

FIG. 2. Contact map for the GB1 protein. The lower-right triangle shows
the native contacts, in black color, according to the cut-off used. The upper-
left triangle shows the classification of the contacts: in green, hydrogen bond
contacts; in blue, local contacts; and in red, long range contacts.

folding of the B1 domain of protein G from Streptococ-
cus, whose PDB code is 2GB1.46 It is a small protein, with
N = 56 residues, with two β-hairpins associated into a
β-sheet, which packs against an α-helix located in the middle
of the sequence. The folding of this protein at room pressure
happens as a cooperative, two-state process, which has been
proved both experimentally47, 48 and computationally.49, 50

There are also some structural results for this protein at rela-
tively high pressures51 (about 2 kbar), where the native struc-
ture is started to be affected by the injection of a water
molecules inside one of its cavities.

The contact map we have calculated for the PDB struc-
ture of this protein is shown in Figure 2. The lower-right tri-
angle shows the contacts satisfying the cut-off criterion men-
tioned in Sec. II. In the upper-left triangle, we have colored
the same set of contacts according to our classification as lo-
cal (118 contacts, in blue), hydrogen-bonded (29, in green), or
long range (79, in red), given that the interactions for them are
different, as already described. The hydrogen-bond contacts
have been located as i–i + 4 contacts in the helical region44

(since i–i + 3 contacts are considered already as local). They
also appear along the contacts among neighbor β-strands in
the β-sheet.

As already mentioned, for this protein we have kept con-
stant the values εGo = 1 and εdb = 0.3, while εssm has taken
values of 0, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4, cor-
responding to pressures from room conditions to high values
on the order of several thousand bars (since at these pressures
experiments show that the native conformation is not stable
any more for globular proteins6).

A. Folding/unfolding characteristics under pressure

From our simulation results, we can readily obtain the
heat capacity curves as a function of temperature from the en-
ergy fluctuations of the system conformations sampled. These
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FIG. 3. Heat capacity curves as a function of temperature (both in reduced
units), for the different values of εssm, as indicated in the legend. The values
in parentheses show the reduced temperature at the peak of each curve.

curves are presented in Figure 3, for the nine values of εssm

computed. In all the cases, the curves show a well defined ab-
solute maximum, which is usually assigned to the transition
temperature, T ∗

m (the temperatures in this work are presented
in reduced units, coherent with the consideration of εGo as
our energy unit). In general, an increase in pressure leads to a
smaller transition temperature. More importantly, the heat ca-
pacity curve becomes clearly wider (and therefore lower) as
the pressure is increased. This implies a decrease on the co-
operative features of the transition. In addition, for the highest
pressures, the heat capacity curves are very broad and swal-
low, and the transition temperature increases now with εssm,
probably indicating a completely different type of transition.
There are even several shoulders in these curves, indicating
a richer structural (and energetic) landscape under these high
pressure conditions.

To analyze in detail the different transitions observed as
a function of pressure, we show in Figure 4 the behavior of
one representative case at atmospheric pressure (specifically,
that computed with εssm = 0, red results in the figure) and an-
other one with rather high pressure (εssm = 1.2, black results
in the figure). The full graph in Figure 4 shows the different
conformations sampled in every case’s transition temperature.
Each individual conformation recorded (just a tiny fraction of
all those sampled) is represented as a dot corresponding to the
root mean square deviation (RMSD) between that conforma-
tion and the PDB one, in the vertical axis, and the radius of
gyration Rg in the horizontal axis, which for the sake of clarity
is represented as R∗

g = Rg/R
PDB
g (in the PDB conformation,

Rg = 10.1 Å, as computed from the α-carbons). At room pres-
sure (red spots), the transition temperature shows a clear bi-
modal distribution of conformations. This is quantitatively re-
flected in the insets at Figures 4(a) and 4(b), where the distri-
butions of both structural properties at T ∗

m are shown. We can
observe a narrow and intense peak, corresponding to folded
conformations, with R∗

g
∼= 1 and RMSD ∼ 1 Å, just reflect-

ing the small thermal fluctuations existing at this temperature
in the native state. Then, there is also a wide distribution of
conformations, with large RMSD values and a considerable
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FIG. 4. Representation of RMSD against R∗
g = Rg/RPDB

g for the conforma-
tions recorded along the simulations with εssm = 0.0 (in red) and εssm = 1.2
(in black), at their corresponding transition temperatures (0.601 and 0.500,
respectively). (a) and (b) Frequency histograms for RMSD and R∗

g , respec-
tively, for εssm = 0.0. (c) and (d) Frequency histograms for RMSD and R∗

g ,
respectively, for εssm = 1.2. The dashed lines indicate areas selected to char-
acterize different states (see text for details).

growing in the protein size, as reflected by the ratio of the
radii of gyration. They correspond to the unfolded conforma-
tions of the denatured state. Both states show a region between
them, in any of the recorded structural properties, which is
scarcely populated, indicating a high free energy barrier be-
tween the native and denatured states. Therefore, the transi-
tion at room pressure shows for the model the characteristic
two-state features which correspond to this protein. The re-
sults for other small values of εssm (data not shown) present a
similar behavior.

On the other hand, when the pressure is raised up to high
values, the behavior found is quite different. The black data in
Figure 4, corresponding to the results found with εssm = 1.2
at its transition temperature, still show a bimodal distribution.
Moreover, the characteristics of the native state are essentially
the same found at room pressure. Actually, the black spots in
the large graph of the figure just lie behind the cloud of red
spots for small values of R∗

g and RMSD, and can be missed
if not carefully observed. The histograms in the insets at
Figures 4(c) and 4(d) show again the narrow peak correspond-
ing to the conformations of the native state (notice the larger
expanded horizontal scale in these graphs, as compared to
those from insets (a) and (b)). The difference at this pressure
comes then from the second cloud of points. It represents a
distribution of conformations with relatively small values of
RMSD (2–6 Å) and whose size is only 5%–10% larger than
the native conformation, according to the radius of gyration.
This situation looks as a relatively distorted, swollen version
of the native state, with characteristics which are very distinct
from the denatured state mentioned above at low pressure.
The bimodal distributions still show characteristics of a two
state transition, although the larger population existing in this
case at intermediate values of RMSD and R∗

g are indicative of
a small free energy barrier for this transition, in comparison
to that existing between the native and the denatured states
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at low pressures. Recent sophisticated experiments using very
fast pressure jumps have shown that the transition from a pres-
sure unfolded protein to its native state happens indeed at very
high speeds.52

Therefore, we have found that the peak of the heat ca-
pacity curves reflects the equilibrium between the native, N,
and the denatured, D, states at low pressures, but a different
equilibrium between the native and a swollen, S, state at high
pressures. The distributions, both monodimensional and bidi-
mensional, shown in Figure 4 allow us also to define a range
of structural parameters to characterize the conformations be-
longing to the different states. Thus, the blue dashed rectan-
gles would frame values of RMSD and R∗

g characteristic of
conformations belonging to the native state (R∗

g < 1.025 and
RMSD < 1.75 Å), while the green rectangle would frame con-
formations belonging to the denatured state (R∗

g > 1.15 and
RMSD > 8 Å). In a standard thermal two-state transition at
room pressure, conformations outside these two states would
show a negligible population at any temperature, which could
be possibly useful to characterize the transition state ensem-
ble. At high pressures, however, we have found a significant
population in this region, with well defined characteristics,
which corresponds to what we have named the swollen state,
S, according to its global features.

We have checked that the boundaries for the N and D
states are pretty consistent across the different temperatures
and part of the range of pressures simulated (as far as these
states are uniquely defined, see below). Therefore, we have
used these ranges to analyze the relative populations of the
different states appearing along our simulations. The results
are shown as a function of temperature in Figure 5, for all the
pressures (values of εssm) considered in this work. The first
row of plots corresponds to low or moderate pressures, where
the two-state transition between N and D is the only rele-
vant situation. The population of S is negligible or very small,

and never becomes the larger population at any of the consid-
ered temperatures. The curves for the populations of N and
D against T* show the characteristic sigmoidal shape, with a
very steep change at the transition region, showing also here
the characteristics of a cooperative transition. In the second
row of graphs we present intermediate values of εssm, which
would already correspond to high pressures. As it previously
happened only to the N and D states, here also the popula-
tion of the swollen state S becomes the major one, even the
only significant one, in a certain range of temperatures, which
grows broader the larger the pressure is. The transition N–S
is still quite abrupt, but the transition between S and D shows
curves with smoother variations. The situation becomes even
more evident at the highest values of εssm, corresponding to
very high pressures, shown in the last row of plots in Figure 5.
For εssm > 1.2 in our model, the native state population is only
significant at very small temperatures, far from the interest-
ing range. Therefore, the swollen state would be stable at the
relevant small temperatures, gradually transforming into the
denatured state as the temperature is raised.

These different characteristics of both transitions can be
shown in a more evident way by analyzing the distribution of
structural parameters R∗

g and RMSD as a function of temper-
ature. This is shown, for εssm = 1.2, in Figure 6. The left col-
umn plots correspond to temperatures up to the transition tem-
perature or slightly above it (T ∗

m = 0.5 in these conditions).
The plots at the right column, with scales spanning larger
ranges, correspond to temperatures above T ∗

m in all the cases.
Below T ∗

m, we clearly observe the conformations of the native
state at low temperatures, and two well separated clouds when
we come closer to the transition region, indicating an equilib-
rium between the N and S states, where the population shifts
from N to S in a cooperative way as the temperature is risen.
While the N state keeps its structural characteristics as the
temperature changes, the distribution for the S states becomes
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in the simulations with εssm = 1.2 and different temperatures, as indicated.

broader the higher the temperature becomes. In the right
column plots, we see that this feature is further enhanced.
There is a fully continuous transition between the S and D
states as the temperature increases. This implies that there is
not a free energy barrier between these two states. We should
then consider the S–D transition, appearing at high pressures,

as a downhill transition, as those reported for some small
proteins at room pressure.53 Therefore, the population results
shown in the high pressure conditions of Figure 5 have to be
considered with a word of caution, since the S and D states
cannot be strictly defined as independent cases. This explains
the smooth behavior of the population for these “two states”
already commented on.

B. Detailed analysis of the swollen state

In addition to the properties of the global system (the con-
formations as a whole) considered in Sec. III A, we have also
carried out a finer analysis, considering the individual native
contacts which may or may not appear in the conformations
recorded along the simulations. We have focused here mostly
on those belonging to the swollen state S, which is character-
istic of the pressure influence on the folding/unfolding tran-
sition. For every native contact included in the contact map
of this protein (Figure 2), we analyze in any conformation if
the contact is present. When the full potential of Figure 1 is
used, we discriminate if the contact is formed because the dis-
tance between the residues is inside the range corresponding
to the Go attractive well, the ssm well, or neither. This way,
we can compute a frequency contact map, which indicates the
fraction of the simulated conformations in a given set of con-
ditions where every contact is present, in any of the two attrac-
tive basins considered. Some representative frequency contact

(a)

(c)

(b)

(d)

FIG. 7. Frequency contact maps under different conditions, as indicated in each panel. In every map, the upper-left triangle shows the contacts at the Go
minimum, while the lower-right triangle shows the contacts at the ssm minimum.
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maps are plotted in Figure 7. In every map, the upper-left
triangle shows contacts inside the Go attractive well, while
the lower-right triangle shows contacts inside the ssm basin
(previously named as “pseudocontacts”32). The map in
panel (a) is shown just as a test of the procedure. It is com-
puted on the conformations sampled at a temperature below
T ∗

m for εssm = 1.2, where only the state N is populated. As
expected, all the native contacts are close to the Go minimum
in essentially all the conformations of this state. In panel (b)
we show a situation slightly above the transition temperature
for the same pressure, where S is by far the most populated
state. Now, we can see that many native contacts are parti-
tioned between both energy minima. The internal contacts of
the α-helix are mostly preserved in the Go minimum, since
its i–i + 4 contacts have been classified as “hydrogen-bond”
contacts in our model, and therefore they do not have the ssm
minimum in their interactions. In the contacts belonging to the
β-sheet, however, the situation is more complex, and reflects
the frustration introduced into the system by large εssm values,
as previously mentioned. So, even though some of the native
contacts have been labeled as “hydrogen-bond” and only in-
teract through the Go attraction, other contacts (in a larger
number) affecting neighbor residues are also stabilized by the
ssm attraction, which is now energetically more intense than
the Go value. Therefore, the ensemble of conformations is
more diverse in this case, as reflected in the average values
shown in these frequency maps. If the temperature is further
raised, we come to the situation shown in panel (c), which
corresponds to conformations belonging both to the S and D
states (since, as we have shown, one cannot distinguish be-
tween them in these conditions). Only a few native contacts
appear in either attractive well, and they always show a very
low, marginal population. This is slightly more abundant in
the ssm region than in the Go one, but the average values are
so small that this fact seems to be rather irrelevant, and prob-
ably only reflects the larger volume considered to define a
contact as present when the framing distances are larger.

Finally, in panel (d) we show the results at low temper-
ature and very high pressure (εssm = 1.4). This map some-
how shows the successful behavior of the interaction model
we have defined in this work. At these low temperatures, all
the conformations of the trajectory correspond to the swollen
state S, as we defined it in Sec. III A. We can see that the
helix is correctly formed, and three of the four strands in
the β-sheet also keep their contacts at the Go minimum. On
the other hand, the contacts among residues belonging to dif-
ferent secondary structure elements (mostly those between the
helix and the β-sheet) appear with a high population in the
ssm attractive well. This means that, by especially consider-
ing in our interaction scheme those contacts which clearly do
not correspond to hydrophobic contacts, even at the simple
level employed in this work, our simulation model is able to
find a state with secondary structure very similar to the native
conformation, but with a larger radius of gyration as it corre-
sponds to a swollen version of the former. At this low temper-
ature, the parallel tempering procedure almost produces an
energy minimization of the system, which results in a very
regular set of conformations. At more relevant, larger temper-
atures, the thermal fluctuations create wider structural fluc-

tuations, as those reflected in panel (b) (for a slightly lower
pressure), which would better represent the diversity of con-
formations in a pressure induced unfolded state, with features
very different from the temperature induced one.

It may be interesting to mention that, at this moment,
we cannot directly compare these results to the experimen-
tal evidence existing for the same protein at high pressures.51

The experiments show a less distorted structure at a pressure
which is probably less than that corresponding to our results
at large values of εssm. According to the nuclear magnetic res-
onance experiments reported,51 only one water molecule has
been included into the hydrophobic core of the structure at
2 kbar. Probably, at higher pressures the larger structural fluc-
tuations in the pressure unfolded state make it difficult to ob-
tain relevant information about the structure present. This just
remarks the need for further research, both on the experimen-
tal and simulation sides, on the effect of pressure on proteins
conformational space.

IV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

In this work, we show the performance of a very simple
simulation model we have introduced in order to study the
pressure unfolding of proteins at a coarse-grained level. The
model uses only the α carbons of the protein, without any ex-
plicit consideration of the surrounding water molecules. The
interactions of the system, on the other hand, use the results
of potentials of mean force which have into account the solva-
tion effects on hydrophobic interactions, together with a mean
field approach of the pressure effects on the interaction pa-
rameters. Therefore, we have used a structure-based poten-
tial, and modified the relative depth of the energy terms cor-
responding to direct contacts and solvent separated contacts
to reproduce, in a qualitative way, an increase in the system
pressure.

We have used parallel tempering Monte Carlo simula-
tions to obtain the most relevant structural and thermody-
namic features of the unfolding processes occurring at dif-
ferent pressures for protein GB1. To this end, we have first
obtained the global properties of the system, as the transi-
tion temperature from the folded state to the unfolded state.
But we have also checked that the unfolded state one finds at
room pressure and high temperature is very different from that
we have found at high pressures and relatively low tempera-
tures. Under these latter conditions, an ensemble structurally
similar to the native state (as derived from its relatively low
RMSD value) but with a slightly larger radius of gyration ap-
pears, which we have named the swollen state. Moreover, this
ensemble shows a real two-state equilibrium with the native
state in a certain range of temperature and pressures, but grad-
ually transforms into the denatured state arising from thermal
unfolding at room pressure when the temperature is progres-
sively increased. Therefore, the swollen state shows the dis-
tinctive features of a downhill transition when transforming
into the denatured state.

As a summary of all these results, in Figure 8 we show a
sketchy phase diagram showing our ad hoc pressure scale (in
the form of the energetic parameter εssm) against the reduced
temperature of the system. The red solid circles show the po-
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FIG. 8. Representation of εssm against the mid-point temperature of the two
transitions discussed in this work. The red solid line shows the boundary
line corresponding to the N–D or N–S equilibrium, while the black dotted
line shows the approximate center of the downhill S–D transition. Green dots
show the situation of the frequency contact maps in Fig. 7.

sitions of T ∗
m for the given pressure conditions. As previously

discussed, they correspond to a real cooperative transition, al-
though with a small free energy barrier, reflecting an equi-
librium between the native N and the swollen S states. The
red line could then be considered as a real phase boundary in
this diagram. Interestingly, the shape of this line would cor-
respond to one part of the elliptical phase diagram found for
protein unfolding as a function of temperature and pressure,
the only region attainable for such a simple model as ours. For
example, there is no way we can reproduce the cold denatu-
ration of a protein with our model, since explicit water is not
taken into account.

The black open circles in Figure 8 correspond to an ap-
proximate transition temperature between the swollen and the
denatured states. We have computed them from the crossing
of the S and D populations in Figure 5. As we have already
mentioned, these two states are indeed only one, whose prop-
erties gradually transform from one end to the other, in a con-
tinuous, downhill-type transition. Therefore, the dashed line
in Figure 8 does not correspond to a real boundary between
two different states, and cannot be considered as a phase
boundary in the diagram.

The green dots in Figure 8 indicate the situation of the
systems analyzed in the frequency maps shown in Figure 7,
with the letters in parentheses showing the specific panels in
Figure 7. As previously discussed, panel (b) in Figure 7 is
the most interesting one in this study, since it corresponds to
the real (thermally distorted) swollen state, although panel (d)
shows the “ideal” structure of this swollen state after an en-
ergy minimization.

As a final summary, we have proved that our designed
potential creates a swollen state which is stable at low or
moderate temperatures and high pressures. The detailed struc-
tural characterization of this state shows that the elements of
secondary structure are relatively well preserved, but the hy-
drophobic contacts appear at distances larger than those in the
native state, due to the injection of water molecules inside the
protein hydrophobic core. Of course, in our coarse-grained

model water is not explicitly considered; this effect is repro-
duced instead by a change in the energetic minimum occupied
by the interacting residues, from the Go well to the solvent
separated minimum. The careful definition of some contacts
where this change is not allowed preserves the nice charac-
teristics of this swollen ensemble, compatible with the global
observed features of pressure unfolded proteins.
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